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Thrombotic complications: 

 special considerations in patients with 

renal  disease 

 

 

• Nephrotic syndrome. (primary and secondary) 

• SLE with or without antiphospholipid syndrome 

•  pauci-immune antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody 

vasculitis, 

• CKD,ESKD  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CKD 
 

• CKD is a global health problem affecting up 

to 14% of the adult population in developed 

countries. 

• VTE is two to three times greater in patients 

with CKD and ESKD, than the general 

population.  

•  The risk for (AF) is also 10 to 20 times greater 

in patients with CKD and ESKD. 

• patients with both CKD and AF have a 

higher stroke risk and mortality than patients 

with either isolated AF or CKD. 

 



CKD 
• The mechanisms of hypercoagulability in 

CKD/ESRD are multiple and the underlying 

pathophysiology is essentially attributable to 

all three components of Virchow's triad: 

 

o  endothelial injury/dysfunction 

o  venous stasis  

o  abnormal blood constituents. 



 the conventional thrombotic sites, AVF and AVG as 

well as dialysis lines . 

  Central venous stenosis and thrombosis are 

associated with catheterisation resulting in excessive 

vessel wall shear stress, endothelial damage, and 

neointimal hyperplasia. 

 primary renal or inherited or acquired disease 

perhaps such as nephrotic syn, DM, vasculitis 

 hyperhomocysteinemia 

 may relate to elevated levels of factor VIII and von 

Willebrand factor in this population?????? 

 

 

 

 

ESKD 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CKD 

 

 
 The presence of CKD/ESKD is associated with an 

increased haemorrhage risk. 

 


  The pathophysiological mechanisms of the 

increased bleeding risk associated with uremia  

 

1.  increased vascular prostaglandin I2 

2. decreased von Willebrand factor, 

3.  hyperparathyroidism, 

4.  chronic inflammation, 

5.  decreased NO bioavailability, 

6. anemia  

7.  platelet abnormalities leading to abnormal adhesion and 

aggregation.   



Figure 1 Pathophysiology of prohaemorrhagic conditions in patients with CKD 

Potpara, T. S. et al. (2018) Use of oral anticoagulants in patients with atrial fibrillation and renal dysfunction 

Nat. Rev. Nephrol. doi:10.1038/nrneph.2018.19 



Figure 2 The pathophysiology of prothrombotic conditions in patients with AF and CKD 

Potpara, T. S. et al. (2018) Use of oral anticoagulants in patients with atrial fibrillation and renal dysfunction 

Nat. Rev. Nephrol. doi:10.1038/nrneph.2018.19 





The field would benefit from carefully designed trials that 
consider renal function, intravascular volume, plasma protein 

drug binding, and interactions with commonly used 
medications in each type of kidney disease where 

anticoagulation is frequently indicated. 



 DOACs are preferred in stages 1 to 3. In stage 4, the 
choice between DOACs vs warfarin will consider the 

pharmacokinetics of the drugs and patient 
characteristics. Warfarin remains the first‐line 

treatment in ESRD.Anticoagulation with heparin is 
safe in nondialysis‐dependent CKD if optimal 

monitoring is ensured, but remains a challenge in the 
hemodialysis patients 

DOACs should be avoided in severe forms of CKD. 
 



Apixaban may be used cautiously as an alternative in acute 
VTE treatment in severe CKD patients. Insufficient 

evidence is available to suggest the use of dabigatran and 
rivaroxaban in this patient population. The benefit of using 

DOACs in this population for VTE treatment should be 
weighed against the potential bleeding risk in patients 

with CKD 











The major risk factor for ARN is moderate or severe 
anticoagulation. 

 (INR) >4 
underlying (CKD) 

 DM 
 heart failure 
 hypertension 

  glomerulonephritis 
nephrotic syndrome. 



Anticoagulation‐related nephropathy 

Journal of Thrombosis and Haemostasis, Volume: 14, Issue: 3, Pages: 461-467, First published: 16 December 2015, DOI: (10.1111/jth.13229)  





Typical renal biopsy findings in warfarin-related nephropathy.  

Sergey Brodsky et al. JASN 2018;29:2787-2793 
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Numerous RBCs 
and RBC occlusive 
casts were noticed 

in tubules and 
Bowman space.  
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